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I feel like you guys are wasting your times feeling offended. Zen/Chan teachers used to 

slap their students all the time. If the students were to get offended and ruminate upon 

their hurt feelings, nothing would be accomplished. I will use this post to explain what 

Andrew is pointing at: 

 

I had one friend, Fish, who was very similar to Andrew. He argued and Zen and Neo-

Advaitan philosophies are like a "Will to Blobject" (i.e., there really is just one concrete 

particular, viz., the whole universe - the blobject). 

Andrew's philosophy can likewise be described as a "Will to Infinity" where he sums it up as 

"meaning is a fluid":  

" who we are / an intangible substance / a shifting sliding stream / flowing clear water tracing / 

the long streamed / stringed algae through it" 

Both my friend and Andrew frequently emphasized on the importance of both the unreal and 

real, and how there is a quasi-border between the two. They are not discrete objects either. 

Andrew succinctly summarizes this position on the next page: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



sepehr g.  writes 

hey, you once said,  “ infinity is basically a fractal of the real and unreal ! and the quasi-border 
between the unreal and real is infinity”  my friend once said the same thing... he practiced with 

koans 
 

what do you mean by this?  another friend of mine also said,  “the whole universe is one body 
breathing in fractal complexity”  do you also agree with this...? 

 
Andrew's  reply  

 
you highlight an important point about where zen goes wrong today as exemplified by brad 

warner saying that zen is about realism ! 
 

the problem is that it is about totality which includes the unreal, the imaginative and fantastic 
since total is all :o) 

 
so this fake zen today is some crimped episode in moronacy since it excludes the 

imaginative, but it is the imaginative in identity with infinity that is more real 
than the real :o) 

 

the problem with this phrase  “the whole universe is one body breathing in fractal complexity”  is 
that it separates the motion of fractal complexity from itself, the motion of fractal complexity with 

some body called the universe that has this motion whereas there is only the 
motion occurring............... 

 

this actually is illustrative of the error in the way you view things.................... 
 

which is actually the universal human mistake, that there are bodies that things occur to 
whereas there is just a  [[[process]]]  of occurrence 

 

 [[[]]]  is  [[[trying]]]  to indicate a  [[[[process]]]  of infinite regress and some quasi border of an 
unreal and real existance  [[[:o)]]] 

 

[[[  [[[  on some quasi border of real and unreal existance  [[[:o)]]]  ]]] 
 

[[[  on some quasi border of unreal and real existance  [[[:o)]]]  ]]] 
 

[[[  on some quasi border of unreal and real existance  [[[:o)]]]  ]]] 
 

 [[[  on some quasi border of real and unreal existance  [[[:o)]]]  ]]]  ]]]  

http://mueller_ranges.tripod.com/andrew/pending_poems89.html#fractal_real


 
Neo-Advaita and modern Zen are like a black obsidian stone whereas Fish and Andrew's 
philosophy are like [animated and fragmented] ammonite(s). Deleuze's philosophical project 
tries to refute the "Blobject" and the "undifferentiated monism" which is similar to the black 
obsidian stone. 
 
It makes sense to remain celibate, get daily solitude in natural scenery, and read lots of good 
poetry. This is because poetry opens the door to understanding the myriad of meanings. 
Andrew once said, "An explosion of meanings," in relation to Emily Dickinson's poetry. At first I 
didn't understand, but the more you read and write your own poetry, the more you'll have 
glimpses of infinity that starts to make sense alongside the senseless. 
 
My friend Fish wrote a beautiful poem rebuking Hui-Neng's famous mirror poem: 
 

"Only Shenxiu wrote a poem, anonymously on the wall in the middle of the night.[5] It 

stated:[6] 

 

身是菩提樹， The body is a Bodhi tree, 

心如明鏡臺。 The mind a standing mirror bright. 

時時勤拂拭， At all times polish it diligently, 

勿使惹塵埃。 And let no dust alight. 

 

After having read this poem aloud to him, Hui-neng asked an officer to write another 

gatha on the wall for him, next to Shenxiu's, which stated:[7] 

 

菩提本無樹， Bodhi is fundamentally without any tree; 

明鏡亦非臺。 The bright mirror is also not a stand. 

本來無一物， Fundamentally there is not a single thing — 

何處惹塵埃。 Where could any dust be attracted?" 

 

Approximately 1300 years later, Fish responded: 

 

"In the heart of the not-forests  

There is a copse of not-wisdom trees  

Nothingness surrounds them all  

Like the waves of a not-sea  

 

But since nothingness by nature  

Is the space beyond not-space  

There is nothing to stop something  

From existing every place" 

 

 



Andrew once said this: 

 

" to 

 

see 

 

infinity 

 

you 

 

have 

 

to 

 

be 

 

in 

 

love 

 

with 

 

everything 

 

how 

 

beautiful 

 

and 

 

cruel 

 

that 

 

is !" 

 

This verse from the Gospel of Thomas also points to Andrew and Fish's message. It is 

drastically different from the blobject voyneuch in modern Zen: 

 

"This heaven will pass away, and the one above it will pass away. The dead are not 

alive, and the living will not die. In the days when you consumed what is dead, you made 

it what is alive. When you come to dwell in the light, what will you do? On the day when 

you were one you became two. But when you become two, what will you do?" 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Selected poetry of Andrew Levin's taken from here: 

http://mueller_ranges.tripod.com/andrew/andrew_index.

html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://mueller_ranges.tripod.com/andrew/andrew_index.html
http://mueller_ranges.tripod.com/andrew/andrew_index.html


dogen was burdened by the rubbishy zen schema most of his life and did not become 
truely  “enlightened”  until he was dying when he started to write poems like basho 

 
explains a lot about how derailed zen is 

 
the way dogen is presented in zen is a trap that  the caught and clipped wing decoy 

birds  called zen masters use to ensnare their flock of the lame 

 
 

i love these  final poems  of his 

 

my last journey to kyoto 

 
a frail as 

a blade of grass, 

i 

walk to kyoto, 

seeming to wander 

amid the cloudy mist 

on kinobe pass 
 
 

On the eighth month/fifteenth day (the harvest) moon in the year of dogen's 
death: 

 
just when my longing to see 

the moon over kyoto 

one last time grows deepest, 

the image i behold this autumn night 

leaves me sleepless for it's beauty. 



Non Existance is Existance 

as i was looking at the milky way last night i had a visual 
image of existance like a sparkling river.......... 

 

bright in sunlight and flowing without banks and across the 

sky....... 

 

that there is no non existance separate outside this river, 

that this was all...... 

Poems are really a speaking of Infinity 

poems are really a speaking of infinity 

 

it is quite well disposed within certain limits to those taking 

an interest in it 

 

what is its nature 

 

it's inexhaustable 

 

and beautiful and the source of human love and is divine love 

itself 

and natural beauty is its plainest speaking 

 

 

 

 



Why and how am I different? 

i think i live in a space of complete and chronic injury 

 

people just have no idea, they don't live there, they don't 

want to know and would die before getting into the depth 

that i am in 

 

i remember when i was still on the autism message boards 

and they complained about my abrasiveness and being hurt 

and i was thinking, well thats always what's it like for me, 

why should i spare you when i am living like this constantly 

 

i don't have to be a martyr or play a martyr, i am a martyr 

 

mother teresa's rule  “accept insult and injury”   “accept 

injury and insults”  really resonated with me 

 

its what i tell myself now 

 

i am like a transparent ghost on a killing field, my blood is 

and isn't 

 
i don't want to go on living like this 

 

one day i will just get too tired of it 

 
i have no escape 



getting enough infinity in your life to make the hurt bearable  

 
a walk on the beach picking up shells? 

 

solitude 

 
beauty 

 

i am not happy but there is enough 

 
and actually infinity makes me happy enough 

 

it is its own rest and bears us up if we accept it fully 

 
you need your own resources and it will provision you 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Aphorisms of Andrew (from blog) 

 i always let understanding break down and let itself reform, it's the only way to 

see how things are ! 

 

 i think it's all to do with quality and depth of abstraction !  

 

andrei tarkovsky | stalker | roadside picnic | arkady and boris strugatsky has an 

abstraction depth  

 

however the point of zen and great creative talent is there is some secret well 

beyond our normal understanding, a literal stalker or roadside picnic so to speak, 

some resting between the horns of the moon and circumambulation of any 

number of known and unknown universes with infinities light......................  

 

this understanding/truth is unpalatable to our breeding manic 

species...................... 

 

 philosophy is always a failing approximation of good poetry 

 

 it's not that you have to go outside language if it was even possible and I am not 

sure it is, but good writing, a koan or poetry is aligned , of and the actuality of 

absolute reality 

 

there is no necessity for language or any form of reality to self destruct, like 

there's some outside that buddha nature or infinity is in, rather it's special cases 

of reality or language that are buddha ! 

 

it's cultivating that sense of absolute reality or infinity that is the real work and 

following that sense into all the strange and contrary to our own idea spaces of 

where we should be and going in opposition to social norms that's so difficult : o) 

 

 the point of reading these great minds is to have a conversation with them to give 

a road of insight and sanity out of this cruel mad world :o) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Andrew's recommended reading list from:  http://mueller_ranges.tripod.com/links/book_list.html 

Invaluable resource! 

Taken from booklist: 

"osip mandelstham's  the sea-shell  is probably the best poem ever written along with shelly's  ode to 

the west wind  and sylvia plath's  lorelei 

keats's  ode on a grecian urn  too, it helps to understand there was no single grecian urn as per the 

poem, in fact he was looking at the  sosibios  vase and elgin marbles 

the urn as described could never exist in reality, it is of infinity 

other best poems are charles bukowski's  the genius of the crowd  and wang wei's one about silver 

sturgeon suspended over a white sand bottom in the water 

larry eigner   March 25-6 94" 

http://mueller_ranges.tripod.com/links/book_list.html
http://www.forpoetry.com/Archive/osip_mandelshtam.htm
http://www.bartleby.com/106/275.html
http://www.bartleby.com/106/275.html
http://www.angelfire.com/tn/plath/lorelei.html
http://www.bartleby.com/101/625.html
http://mueller_ranges.tripod.com/andrew/photos/keats_sosibios_vase.jpg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gifEn61dZBc
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/116531-clear-waters-drift-through-the-immensity-of-a-tall-forest
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/116531-clear-waters-drift-through-the-immensity-of-a-tall-forest
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKRO4-qRNVI

